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people to be more fearful of crime 372
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and interpreting beta Coefficients 384
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Exercises: explore such issues as the relationship between political 
views and attitudes toward business, which factors most affect  
the seeking of health information on the Internet, and ownership 
of technology 399

Chapter 12: Different Slopes for Different Folks: interaction Effects 402
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want to look at an interaction effect in contrast to other, simpler 
effects 402

Interchapter Connection: Elaborated Crosstabs: eases our way  
into interaction effects by showing how they are connected to  
the elaborated crosstabs covered earlier in the book 404
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From Output to Presentation: switches to Excel to show how to 
create professional graphs that illustrate an interaction effect 426
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affect attitudes toward equality the same for whites and blacks? 
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charity while others do not 445

GSS Example: Capital Punishment: combines logistic regression  
with an interaction effect to explain the relationships among  
race, education, and support for capital punishment 447

GSS Example: Condom Usage: uses another interaction effect to 
show how amount of sex and number of partners affects the 
dichotomous outcome of condom usage 449

Another Way of Looking at Things: Odds Ratios: takes into  
account the fact that many social researchers use odds ratios to 
present their logistic regression results, and carefully covers  
how to interpret these ratios 450
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GSS Example: Capital Punishment Revisited: codes a dichotomous 
race variable in two different ways, showing how this affects the 
logistic results and odds ratios 453

Literature Example: War and Presidential Disapproval: recounts a 
piece of research that uses a dichotomous measure of presidential  
disapproval to see if connections to 9/11 fatalities or war fatalities  
have an effect 455

Literature Example: Global Warming: walks through an article that 
uses logistic regression and two interaction effects to explain 
attitudes toward global warming 456

Conclusion 458
SPSS Demonstration: Running a Logistic Regression: shows how 

to sift  through the copious SPSS output from running a logistic 
regression 458

From Output to Presentation: switches to Excel to show how to 
create a graph to convey logistic regression results 460

Exercises: explore such topics as smoking, passport ownership, and  
having health insurance 462

Chapter 14: Visualizing Causal Stories: Path Analysis 467
Introduction: reviews how we’ve examined relationships up to  

this point, and previews how path analysis adds to our  
understanding 467

GSS Example: Housework: carefully covers the details of  
path analysis, emphasizing the importance of direct and indirect 
effects 468

Interchapter Connection: Nested versus Path: shows how path 
analysis has some similarities to nested modeling 473

GSS Example: Same-Sex Parenting Revisited: revises an example 
from earlier in the book by using path analysis 474

GSS Example: Education, Income, and Political Party: uses path 
analysis to analyze the sometimes contradictory relationships 
among these variables 476

GSS Example: Explaining Drinking Behavior: investigates how 
education and age affect drinking behavior through indirect  
effects with bar going 478

GSS Example: Like Father, Like Son? applies a classic use of  
path analysis: showing intergenerational status attainment 
relationships 481

Literature Example: The Effects of Activism: introduces a classic 
example of the use of path analysis: to study how participating  
in high-risk activism affected the activists’ subsequent lives 483
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Literature Example: Emotions in Service Work: recounts a study 
done in a bank, which used path analysis to see if positive 
emotions are contagious 485

Conclusion 487
SPSS Demonstration: teaches how to trick SPSS when running the 

models necessary for a path analysis 487
From Output to Presentation: shows how to present a path model 

professionally 489
Exercises: cover such topics as the contradictory relationships  

among age, religious attendance, and abortion attitudes;  
education, health problems, and health-related Internet use; and 
age, health problems, and health-related Internet use 489

Chapter 15: Questioning the Greatness of Straightness: Nonlinear  
Relationships 493
Introduction: explains how some relationships are better modeled  

as nonlinear relationships, using the common education-and-
income example, showing that income does not increase in a 
linear fashion for every year of education 493

Modeling Nonlinear Relationships: walks students through the 
process of creating a squared term, using hypothetical, small-
sample-size examples; graphically shows the relationship  
between the squared and non-squared effects 497

GSS Example: Age and Income: offers a classic example, using  
real data now, of age’s nonlinear relationship with income 507

GSS Example: Income and Financial Satisfaction: introduces the 
concept  of diminishing returns and how we can examine such 
a phenomenon using nonlinear regression, such as the fact that 
rising income eventually loses its ability to increase financial 
satisfaction 510

GSS Example: Education and Income: revisits the example that 
started the chapter, using a squared term now 513

GSS Example: Income and Political Party: shows how the 
relationship between these two variables is linear for one  
racial group but nonlinear for another racial group, akin to an 
interaction effect 515

Using Logarithms to Straighten out a Relationship: briefly  
covers how to transform variables using logarithms, especially 
when you have variables with huge ranges 517

Literature Example: Housework and Gender: shows how a researcher 
modeled the nonlinear effect that gendered occupations have on 
men’s propensity to do only “masculine” types of housework 521
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Literature Example: Effectiveness of Congresswomen: tells the  
story of how political scientists found that the relationship 
between vote share and effectiveness is nonlinear 523

Conclusion 525
SPSS Demonstration: covers how to create a squared term and  

put it into a regression model 526
From Output to Presentation: returns to Excel to show how to 

create a graph to represent a nonlinear relationship 527
Exercises: investigate such topics as the relationship between age  

and economic peril, middle-aged people being “sandwiched” by 
care responsibilities for their children and their parents, and the 
global relationship between health and happiness 528

Chapter 16: Problems and Prospects: Regression Diagnostics,  
Advanced Techniques, and Where to Go Now 532
Introduction: explains how this chapter will cover a few advanced 

topics at an “awareness” level 532
Potential Problem One: Outliers: gives advice for how to spot 

whether an outlier might be having an effect on regression results 533
Potential Problem Two: Multicollinearity: introduces a common 

problem in regression and discusses how to recognize if it is  
really a problem or not 537

Advanced Techniques Concerning Variables: goes beyond regular 
and logistic regression and introduces on a very basic level 
ordered logistic, multinomial, probit, tobit, negative binomial,  
and Poisson regression 542

Advanced Techniques Concerning Samples: introduces  
multilevel modeling, which is used with the complex  
samples so common in today’s social research 544

Other Advanced Techniques: introduces structural equation 
modeling and hazard modeling 545

No, Really, We’re Done, Go Home!: suggests how to continue  
your exploration of social statistics on your own 548

Exercises: present scenarios that might call for these advanced  
techniques 549

Appendix A:  Variables and Indexes from the Datasets Used in the  
End-of-Chapter Exercises  A-1
Codebooks of the variables used in the SPSS demonstrations and  

end-of-chapter exercises; explanations of the dozens of indexes 
created from these variables 
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Appendix B:  86 Articles That Use Statistics in Less than Scary Ways B-1
Descriptions of 86 fascinating but relatively straightforward  

articles from sociology, political science, criminology, public 
health, and business; plus, for each article, confusing things  
to watch out for, and, for each article, a few questions to  
think about

Appendix C: Statistical Tables C-1
Appendix D: Answers to Selected End-of-Chapter Exercises D-1
Bibliography R-1
Glossary/Index I-1


